
BEAD itBEAD it
DIYs to brighten any day—with fusible beads!

Love 3D? 
Form your 

shapes with 
connectable 

notches.

Psst... 
Brown beads 
make perfect 
in-theme dirt.

Use foam to 
keep cactus 

cuties secure!

Fusible Beads
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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CUFF STUFF

COOL TO JEWEL

No fusing necessary for this 
show-stopping accessory. To keep 
your beads in the pattern you 
want, arrange them on a pegboard 
before stringing them onto elastic 
bead cord. Tip: For a chevron 
design like this, use a peyote stitch.

A chain and jump rings turn fused 
beads into a statement necklace in 
no time (we fringed the bottom by 
adding DIY’d tassels). And why not 
make some earrings to go with it? 
Tip: To keep your fused beads from 
curling, place something heavy on 
them while they cool.
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FASHION 
FORWARD

Would you rather make 
it at home than buy it 
off the shelf? Look to 
earrings made from 
fusible beads, jump 
rings and ear wires. 

DAPPER
DANGLES

Beaded earrings like 
these are a cinch once 
you decide on your color 
scheme and your design. 
Use sections of shaped 
pegboards (like the point 
of a star or bottom of 
a heart) to get unique 
shapes with little effort.
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TRAY TUNED
A square pegboard is perfect for making handmade trays—just fuse together 
some sides and you’re set for storage. Tip: When forming your tray, start with 
the center design then work your way out.
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ABOUT TIME
A wow-worthy clock like this is easy with 
a clock motor and hands. Use a hexagon 
pegboard to form the clock face (leaving 
a hole for the clock parts) and glow-in-
the-dark beads for numbers. To prop it up, 
make two sets of stands and glue them 
together so they’re sturdy.

KEY FIGURE
Custom-made keychains? Sign us up! 
Use a star pegboard to get the perfect 
tent shape and a square pegboard for 
the llama and camper. To finish, add a 
keychain-tassel combo with a jump ring 
and you’re set!



TOP IT OFF
Keep your drink bug-free and cute as can 
be with these handy DIY’d drink toppers. 
A round pegboard is ideal for creating fruity 
toppers like lemon slices and watermelon 
pieces. Psst… Be sure to leave a hole for a 
straw when laying out the design.
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MASK AROUND
Find your inner creator (and creature) to make animal masks using fusible beads. 
Here’s the trick to getting the mask to curve: After the mask is just cool enough to 
touch, lift it from the pegboard and use a round surface (like a large bowl or vase) 
to shape it as it finishes cooling. Next, add a ribbon and try it on!



DREAM ON

COLOR WHEEL

You can sleep soundly with a 
dreamcatcher this dreamy. Here’s 
how: Connect four pegboards to 
form one large board. Create your 
patterns and then fuse them in 
place. Use cording (embellished 
with wood beads, of course) 
to hang it up.

Vibrant colors are a must for an 
eye-catching dreamcatcher. Use colors 
like teal, pink and coral for a modern 
twist on this feathered favorite.
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